Introduction
============

Human listeners can recognize individuals by their vocalizations (Papcun et al., [@B26]; Kreiman, [@B19]), an ability already present at birth to a significant degree (Decasper and Fifer, [@B9]; Kisilevsky et al., [@B18]) and with a long evolutionary history (Insley, [@B15]; Belin, [@B5]). Despite the importance of voice recognition in social interactions and for automated voice processing, its cognitive and neural bases remain poorly understood. Although a speaker never utters the same sound twice, listeners are able to extract invariants in the auditory input that relate to this particular identity, despite many concurrent sources of variation in speech content, style, signal transmission conditions, etc. The combination of acoustical cues carrying speaker identity information is complex and largely unknown; for instance, even acoustical cues thought to be primarily phonetic, such as formant frequencies, can be used to identity speakers (Remez et al., [@B28]). The ability to effortlessly recognize speakers in spite of this acoustical complexity indicates the existence of perceptual representations of voice identity. These representations are likely to recruit cerebral mechanisms partially dissociated from those involved in speech perception, as illustrated by the case of phonagnosic patients who show normal speech comprehension despite impaired speaker recognition (Assal et al., [@B3]; Van Lancker et al., [@B34]; Garrido et al., [@B11]). However, the exact nature of the perceptual representations of voice identity remains speculative.

In the present study we focus on speaker recognition from brief vowels as a simplified model of speaker recognition. This approach is justified because: (i) normal listeners are relatively accurate at recognizing identities from brief vowels (Latinus et al., [@B21]); (ii) the steady-state nature of vowels offers a good analogy with the static images of faces used in face processing research as a simplified model of facial recognition. This simplified model may not generalize to more naturalistic situations when several other cues such as speaking style, dialect, idiosyncratic expressions, etc., contribute to recognition but, as for face perception, this approach potentially can lead to important insights.

In this simplified framework, we have previously shown that speaker identity perception in simple vowels can be adequately summarized (78 and 81% of the variance explained for male and female speakers, respectively) by representing voices as points in a two-dimensional "perceptual voice space" (Baumann and Belin, [@B4]). This voice identity space is largely independent of which vowel is uttered. The two axes of this space reflect contributions of the source, and filter aspects of phonation, respectively. In that space, voices located close to one another are perceived with similar identities, whereas voices located far apart are perceived with different identities (Baumann and Belin, [@B4]).

This is analogous to the dominant framework of facial identity representation in which faces are represented in a multidimensional space and coded either as vectors referenced to the central, prototypical face \[prototype-based model or axis model (Tsao and Freiwald, [@B32])\] or as prototype-independent exemplars (Valentine, [@B33]). Importantly, one characteristic distinguishes between the two models: the role of the average face (Valentine, [@B33]; Tsao and Freiwald, [@B32]). In the axis, or prototype-based model, all faces are encoded in terms of their deviation from the prototypical, average face (thought to be the center of mass of the multidimensional face space); on the contrary, the exemplar model does not predict the existence of a face prototype. In previous studies, the prototype has been approximated by an average face, assumed to be the center of the space, generated by averaging a variable number of faces (20 in Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29] or 200 in Blanz et al., [@B7]; Leopold et al., [@B23]). While some studies average both male and female faces, resulting in a gender-ambiguous average face (Leopold et al., [@B23]), others prefer to create a gender-specific average face (Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]). Here we chose to use only male voices, and a male average.

Experiments using perceptual aftereffects (changes in stimulus perceptual quality after exposure to a repeated adaptor) have recently allowed important new insights into the representation of facial identity and affective information in the face space (Webster and Maclin, [@B35]; Leopold et al., [@B23]; Skinner and Benton, [@B31]). Aftereffects observed after adaptation with anti-faces \[caricatures of the average face relative to an individual face (Blanz et al., [@B7])\] provided evidence for prototype-based coding of facial identity (Leopold et al., [@B23]; Anderson and Wilson, [@B1]) and, more recently, facial expressions (Skinner and Benton, [@B31]). Anti-face stimuli were perceived as different identities than their corresponding face (Blanz et al., [@B7]); yet they induced greater aftereffects than other adaptors. These results are interpreted in terms of contrastive mechanisms relative to a face prototype (Leopold et al., [@B23]). The notion of prototype-based coding of face identity has since received support from experiments measuring cerebral response to facial stimuli in macaques (Leopold et al., [@B22]) and humans (Loffler et al., [@B24]).

Auditory perceptual aftereffects have been extensively studied in speech perception (Eimas and Corbit, [@B10]; Holt, [@B14]). Although their study in the non-verbal auditory domain is limited (Mullennix et al., [@B25]; Schweinberger et al., [@B30]; Zaske et al., [@B37]), aftereffects in voice identity perception have recently been demonstrated (Zaske et al., [@B37]). Here we used voice identity aftereffects as a tool to test whether voice identity is coded relative to a prototype. We generated, via morphing, an acoustical average of 16 different male voices uttering a single vowel as an approximation of a voice prototype (see Materials and Methods). In two experiments, participants learned three different voice identities then performed a three-alternative forced choice identification task on voice stimuli (probes) generated by morphing between different voice identities and the average voice. Probe stimuli were presented either in isolation (baseline) or following adaptation induced by brief repetition of an adaptor stimulus.

Experiment 1
============

In Experiment 1, probe stimuli were drawn from voice identity continua generated by morphing between each of the three learned voices and the average voice (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Adaptor stimuli consisted of anti-voice stimuli also generated by morphing one of the three learned voices with the average voice, but lying opposite to the average voice on that identity trajectory (i.e., caricatures of the average voice relative to one of the learned voices; Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Participants learned the three voice identities over several sessions until they reached a criterion (see Materials and Methods) then performed a three-alternative forced choice (3AFC) identification task at baseline and after adaptation. We reasoned that if voice identities are represented relative to a central voice prototype then identity aftereffects should be stronger for matched trials (in which the adaptor is an "anti-probe," Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) than to "non-matched trials" (in which the adaptor and probe do not lie on the same identity trajectory, Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Experiment 1 -- Design and results**. **(A)** Location of the average voice (center), three individual voices (black circle) and their associated anti-voices (green circle) in a theoretical voice space. Voices are represented by their spectrogram: *X*-axis: time (0--670 ms), *Y*-axis: frequency (0--6000 Hz). **(B)** Examples of trials used in the experiment. Matched trial: the adaptor is the anti-voice opposite to the probe relative to the average voice. **(C)** Identification of the average voice. The average voice has no particular identity at baseline (chance level identification). After adaptation, it is identified more often as the identity opposite to the anti-voice adaptor. \**p* = 0.02. **(D)** Identification performance. Shaded areas represent the 95% confidence interval of the fit with a logistic function. Note greater aftereffects for matched (blue) than non-matched (pink) trials compared to the baseline (orange). **(E)** Response distribution in the non-matched trials. In the *Y*-axis definition (identity) refers to the legend: it can be identity-axis of the anti-voice (purple), the identity-axis of the probe stimulus (pink), or the other identity (green). For example, in a trial with adaptation to anti-voice A with probe stimuli drawn from the average voice B continuum: identity opposite to the anti-voice (purple) means the subjects answered voice A; identity of the continuum (pink) means the subjects answered voice B; other identity (green) means the subjects answered voice C.](fpsyg-02-00175-g001){#F1}

Materials and methods
---------------------

### Participants

Fifteen normal adult listeners (six males, 23 years ±3.7) with no self-reported hearing problems were recruited from the undergraduate population of Glasgow University. They all gave informed written consent, and were paid at a standard rate of £6 per hour. The studies were approved by the local ethics committee.

### Stimulus material

Original voice samples were drawn from recordings of male French--Canadian speakers producing the sustained French vowels ("a," "é," "è," "o," "u," and "ou"). There is growing evidence for an interaction between language and speaker recognition (Perrachione and Wong, [@B27]). Using stimuli not drawn from the participants' native language could have interfered to some extent with identity processing, despite the limited linguistic content of our stimuli (vowels), probably contributing to a greater variability in subjects performance. Voice identity continua were generated by morphing a same vowel spoken by different identities using STRAIGHT (Speech Transformation and Representation by Adaptive Interpolation of weiGHTed spectrogram; Kawahara et al., [@B16]) in *Matlab* 7.5. (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). STRAIGHT performs an instantaneous pitch-adaptive spectral smoothing in each stimulus to separate the contributions of the glottal source (including *F*0) vs. supra-laryngeal filtering \[distribution of spectral peaks, including the first formant, *F*1 (Ghazanfar and Rendall, [@B12])\] to the voice signal. Voice stimuli are decomposed by STRAIGHT into five parameters: fundamental frequency (*F*0), formant frequencies, duration, spectro-temporal density, and aperiodicity; each parameter can be independently manipulated. In each stimulus, we manually identified time-frequency landmarks at the start and end of each vowel sound to be put in correspondence across voices. Morphed stimuli were then generated by re-synthesis based on the interpolation (linear for time and aperiodicities; logarithmic for *F*0, formant frequency, and spectro-temporal density) of these time-frequency landmark templates. Each stimulus of a continuum between voices A and B was generated using different values of a weight parameter *x*: a morphed stimulus contains *x* percent of information of voice A and 100-*x* percent of information of voice B. Values of *x* between 0 and 100% correspond to morphed stimuli intermediate between A and B, whereas negative values of *x* correspond to caricatures of A relative to B, and values of *x* greater than 100% correspond to caricatures of B relative to A.

The stimulus referred to as the "average voice" corresponds to an average of 16 male voices. The average voice was constructed using the same morphing principle as described above. Several time-frequency landmarks were place in correspondence across the 16 different male voices and a linear combination was performed on the parameters extracted by STRAIGHT with an equal weight of 1/16 for each voice identity.

The three identities to be learned were selected among the 16 voices used to generate the average voice. Each of the three individual voices was morphed with the average voice (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) to create three different identity continua ranging from −50% (anti-voices) to 100% (the original voice) in 5% steps, using the French vowel "ou" (\[u\]; acoustical analyses presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). A pilot experiment demonstrated that listeners could reach a high level of identification even for stimuli retaining only 40% of the original voice. Therefore, we used probe stimuli that ranged between a slight anti-voice (*x* = −20%) to the 50% morphed stimuli \[i.e., the average between the individual voice and the average voice, i.e., anti-caricature (Blanz et al., [@B7])\].

###### 

**Acoustic parameters of the stimuli used in Experiment 1**.

                                                    Percentage of original voice   *F*0 (Hz)   *F*1 (Hz)   *F*2 (Hz)   *F*3 (Hz)   *F*4 (Hz)   HNR (dB)   Jitter (μs)   Shimmer (dB)
  ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------- --------------
  **CONTINUUM FROM THE AVERAGE VOICE TO VOICE A**                                                                                                                       
  Voice A                                           100                            115         290         640         2275        3734        25         66            0.46
  Morph 50                                          50                             116         289         641         2276        3703        25         58            0.47
  Morph 45                                          45                             116         288         644         2278        3666        25         91            0.41
  Morph 40                                          40                             117         288         645         2277        3646        26         63            0.41
  Morph 35                                          35                             118         289         648         2282        3613        26         70            0.43
  Morph 30                                          30                             118         289         647         2260        3586        26         58            0.39
  Morph 25                                          25                             119         292         646         2267        3563        26         56            0.41
  Morph 20                                          20                             120         293         649         2276        3542        27         56            0.46
  Morph 15                                          15                             120         294         650         2288        3518        27         52            0.41
  Morph 10                                          10                             121         294         653         2292        3491        27         59            0.42
  Morph 5                                           5                              122         293         661         2306        3472        27         49            0.46
  Average Voice                                     0                              122         293         665         2295        3443        27         47            0.40
  Morph 5                                           −5                             123         294         668         2286        3422        27         45            0.41
  Morph 10                                          −10                            124         295         672         2295        3398        27         47            0.41
  Morph 15                                          −15                            125         294         679         2294        3373        27         46            0.40
  Morph 20                                          −20                            125         295         681         2296        3356        27         51            0.42
  Anti-voice A                                      −50                            126         294         684         2286        3337        27         43            0.39
  **CONTINUUM FROM THE AVERAGE VOICE TO VOICE B**                                                                                                                       
  Voice B                                           100                            127         294         689         2293        3313        27         48            0.36
  Morph 50                                          50                             127         296         691         2295        3303        27         45            0.37
  Anti-voice B                                      −50                            129         298         712         2294        3291        26         43            0.42
  **CONTINUUM FROM THE AVERAGE VOICE TO VOICE C**                                                                                                                       
  Voice C                                           100                            130         298         719         2292        3281        26         48            0.35
  Morph 50                                          50                             130         301         799         2346        3321        26         50            0.41
  Anti-voice C                                      −50                            132         305         790         2348        3318        26         53            0.39

*NB: F0: fundamental frequency in Hz. F1--F4: frequency of the first to the fourth formant. HNR: harmonic-to-noise ratio in dB (decibel). Jitter and Shimmer reflect variation of pitch and loudness expressed in μs and dB, respectively. For simplicity purpose, measurements are presented for one full continuum used in the experiment. For the other continua, only important stimuli (i.e., the adaptor, the end-points of the tested continuum, and the original voices) are presented. Durations were made similar for all stimuli during the morphing*.

Examples of the stimuli used in the experiments can be found at <http://vnl.psy.gla.ac.uk/antivoices/>

### Voice learning

Prior to testing, participants underwent a learning phase over several 20 to 30 min daily sessions during which they learned to associate three different voices with corresponding names; the three names used were Phil, Ian, and Dave. In the first part of the training, participants listened carefully to two stories (one in French, the other in English) for each voice and learned to associate each voice with a name. Note that our subjects did not necessarily understand French; however, as the vowels were French vowels and the task was to pay attention to identity and not speech, we believe that using a French story helped our subjects learn the voices. In the second part of the training, participants performed a 3AFC identification task on different items (words, vowels in both languages) from the same voices. Feedback was provided on their answer via a word displayed on the screen; in the case of an incorrect answer, the sound, and the correct answer were presented again to the subjects. In the third part, the test phase, voice recognition was measured without feedback using simple vowels. Each daily session was composed of these three parts, and were repeated each day until subjects' performance at the test phase was above a predefined criterion of 66% \[66% represents the discrimination threshold in a 3AFC task (Kingdom and Prins, [@B17])\]. On average training lasted 6.4 days (range 5--10 sessions) and performance at the final session in the test phase was 84.29% (chance level of 33%). Most participants required several learning sessions to reach the criterion, largely because recognition was tested on several different vowels that were different from the training material.

### Procedures

During the experiments, participants sat in a sound-attenuated room facing a computer screen displaying three response boxes containing a name associated with one of learned voice identities. Stimuli were presented binaurally at a level of 80 dB SPL via headphones (Beyerdynamic DT 770). Responses were given by clicking one of the three boxes with the computer mouse: three-alternative forced choice identification task. Stimulus presentation and data collection were done using Media Control Functions (MCF) software (Digivox; Montreal, QC, Canada).

To establish a baseline listeners first performed a 3AFC identification task on the probe stimuli, i.e., the stimuli drawn from the three identity continua, in the absence of any adaptation \[180 trials; inter-stimulus interval (ISI): 1 s\]. They then performed the same task on the same stimuli with, within trial adaptation. Adaptation was induced by five repetitions of an anti-voice (duration ∼3.75 s; ISI: 100 ms); probe stimuli were presented after a silent gap (1000--1150 ms); a sequence of five stimuli plus the probe defined a trial. The three adaptors (i.e., the three different anti-voices) were run in three separate blocks of 90 trials, repeated twice; probe stimuli drawn from the three identity continua were mixed within an adaptor block. For any given probe the adaptor could be the anti-voice matching the probe (a third of the trials -- matched trials), or a non-matching anti-voice (two thirds of the trials -- non-matched trials); some trials were considered "neutral" as the probe stimuli was the average voice, i.e., a neutral stimuli in term of identity (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). A given participant was thus presented with the following sequence of blocks: baseline (no adaptation), adaptation to anti-voice A, adaptation to anti-voice B, adaptation to anti-voice C, adaptation to anti-voice B, adaptation to anti-voice A, adaptation to anti-voice C; the task, i.e., a 3AFC identification task, was the same in all blocks. The order of the adaptation blocks was counterbalanced across participants. Two participants were removed from the statistical analysis because a logistic function improperly fitted the data (*R*^2^ \< 0.4).

### Statistical analyses

Data were analyzed using *Matlab* 7.5. Individual identification performance (expressed as the percent of voice A response when testing the average-A continuum) was fitted with a logistic function with four free parameters: the minimum and maximum *y*-values, the *x*-value at the center of symmetry of the curve (i.e., point of subjective equality -- PSE), and the slope of the curve at the PSE. We used bootstrap with replacement \[10,000 re-samplings (Wilcox, [@B36])\] to assess the statistical significance of the effects and to compute data-driven 95% confidence intervals. Due to our paired design, when a subject was selected randomly, results from all his conditions were included in that sample. For each condition, we averaged the data across participants and fitted this average with the logistic function, then saved the regression parameters. We also computed differences between conditions at this stage. For each condition we repeated the process 9,999 times, leading to a distribution of 10,000 bootstrapped estimates of the fits, and a distribution of fit differences between conditions. Finally, we computed the 95% confidence intervals of the fit parameters and of the fit differences providing a measure of the aftereffects' significance at each morph step.

Results and discussion
----------------------

At baseline, the average voice (0% morphing value) as well as anti-voice stimuli (negative morphing values) yielded identification performance close to chance level \[*y*-value of psychometric function at *x* = 0 (mean ± SEM) = 33.3 ± 3.0% -- Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C\]. This indicates that anti-voice stimuli are perceived with a different identity than their corresponding voice, in accordance with previous results with anti-faces (Blanz et al., [@B7]; Leopold et al., [@B23]). For the 50% morph between an individual voice and the average, identification performance reached approximately 80% correct. Note that probe stimuli containing even a small proportion (20%) of one of the original voices yielded identification performance above 50% (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D, orange curve).

Adaptation to the anti-voice adaptors induced marked shifts in the psychometric function \[PSE abscissa (mean ± SEM): matched trials: *x* = 8.2 ± 3.3%; non-matched trials: *x* = 12.9 ± 2.4%\] compared to the baseline condition (*x* = 20.1 ± 2.2%). After adaptation for match trials, stimuli were perceived more often as with the identity opposite to the adapting anti-voice (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,D). The average voice, which at baseline was perceived with no particular identity, was after adaptation perceived more often as the voice opposite to the adapting anti-voice \[baseline: 32.7 ± 2.6%; after adaptation: 39.1 ± 1.3%; paired T test: *t*(12) = −2.52, *p* = 0.02; Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C\].

Crucially, aftereffects were larger for matched than for non-matched trials, a difference significant (*p* \< 0.05) at all morphs steps (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). That is, the shift in perceived identity was larger when induced by the anti-voice adaptor opposite to the probe stimulus relative to the average voice (blue curve in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D) compared to when induced by the other adaptors (pink curve in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D).

![**Experiment 1 -- Statistical analysis (A) Statistical analysis**. CI~95%~ (shade) and plot of the difference in percent correct recognition (line) for matched trials vs. baseline (blue), non-matched trials vs. baseline (pink), and matched trials vs. non-matched trials (purple). Note that both matched and non-matched adaptors induce a perceptual change compared to baseline, yet a stronger effect is seen for matched anti-voices. **(B)** Statistical analysis for non-matched trials only. CI~95%~ (shade) and plot of the difference (line) between responses according to the identity of the adapting stimulus (anti-voice) vs. identity of the probe (orange), identity of the adapting stimulus vs. other identity (red), and identity of the probe vs. other identity (green).](fpsyg-02-00175-g002){#F2}

Separate analysis of non-matched trials (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E) showed that after adaptation, participants no longer categorized the anti-voice probe stimuli (negative morphing values) at chance but instead tended to categorize them significantly (*p* \< 0.05) more often as the identity opposite to the adapting anti-voice (purple curve in left panel of Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Such an aftereffect is quite striking as in these cases neither the adaptor nor the probe stimuli corresponded to one of the learned identities. Interestingly, as soon as on the other side of the mean (positive morphing value), subjects tended to categorize the probe stimuli based on their physical structure, i.e., answering according to which continua the probe was drawn from, and more so than in the baseline condition (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,D and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Aftereffects for non-matched trials, even though smaller than for matched trials, were unexpected. These smaller aftereffects could reflect substantial learning effects as seen between two consecutive baseline tests separated by adaptation trials (see below, Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]; Schweinberger et al., [@B30]).

These results suggest a particular role of the prototypical voice in the coding of voice identity, similar to aftereffects observed with anti-face adaptors which have been interpreted as evidence of prototype-based coding (Leopold et al., [@B23]). It has since been argued, however, that the greater aftereffects for matched trials observed by Leopold et al. ([@B23]) could have a simpler explanation (Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]). A weaker adaptation effect for non-matched trials could be consistent with repulsion away from any adaptor in the perceptual voice space: as the probe stimulus does not lie on a trajectory defined by the non-matched adaptor and one of the learned identities, adaptation would not be expected to produce as much repulsion along these lines (Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]). This alternative explanation also potentially applies to our results. We thus performed a second experiment in which we controlled for this difference and ensured that adaptors and probe stimuli would be on the same identity trajectories as the learned voices.

Experiment 2
============

In Experiment 2, a new set of three voices was selected (A, B, and C) and adaptors anti-A and anti-B were generated as in Experiment 1. We then selected an additional natural voice (D) such that the perceptual distance between voice D and voices A and B was similar to that between each original voice and its respective anti-voice (see Materials and Methods, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Probe stimuli were generated by morphing between voices A and B and their respective anti-voices, as well as between voices A and B and voice D (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). As in Experiment 1 participants learned the three voices A, B, and C, then were instructed to perform a 3AFC task on the identity of the probe stimuli, at baseline, and after adaptation. Adaptors consisted of voices anti-A, anti-B, or D. Thus, as in Rhodes and Jeffery ([@B29]), we compared two different adaptors (anti-voices and voice D) located on the same identity trajectory and at similar perceptual distance to the probe stimuli. We predicted that even in these conditions we would observe a greater aftereffect of anti-voice adaptors, thus ruling out an interpretation of this result in terms of general repulsion away from the adaptor.

![**Position of the average voice in physical and perceptual spaces**. **(A)**. Position of the three original voice stimuli (A, B, and C) and the average voice (Avg, red star) in a log*F*0--log*F*1 space approximating voice identity perceptual space (Baumann and Belin, [@B4]). **(B)** Dissimilarity matrix of perceived identity differences in pairs of the four voice stimuli. **(C)** Positions of the four voices in perceptual space based on the matrix in (**B)**. Note the central position of the average voice in both physical and perceptual voice spaces.](fpsyg-02-00175-g003){#F3}

![**Experiment 2 (A) Position of an individual voice (voice A), its matched anti-voice adaptor (red circle) and a non-anti-voice adaptor (voice D) in theoretical voice space**. **(B,C)** Identification performance after adaptation with **(B)** the anti-voice adaptors and **(C)** the voice D adaptor. Note the greater voice identity aftereffect for anti-voice adaptors.](fpsyg-02-00175-g004){#F4}

Materials and methods
---------------------

### Participants

Thirteen new adult participants (six males, 20.2 years ±1.2) with self-reported normal audition provided written informed consent.

### Stimuli

Three voices (A, B, and C) were selected from the pool of 16 male voices used to generate the average voice (16 male voices -- French vowel "è" \[ε\]); they were chosen so that the average voice was at the center of the acoustical space they defined. We verified that this acoustically average voice was also perceptually average by using multidimensional scaling of voice identity dissimilarity judgments. The three original voices of Experiment 2 plus the average voice were associated two-by-two to form 16 pairs of stimuli. Subjects (*N* = 10, five males, mean age = 25.2 ± 1.4) rated the dissimilarity in perceived identity between the stimuli within a pair using a visual analog scale with labels ranging from "very dissimilar" to "very similar." MDS analysis confirmed the central position of average voice in the perceptual space represented by the two main dimensions provided by the MDS solution (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Anti-voices were generated for voice A and voice B by morphing each of them with the average voice (−50%; red line in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). We then selected an additional natural voice (voice D in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) to act as an adaptor that would be comparable to the anti-voice adaptor in terms of perceptual distance to the learned voices. Voice D was selected such that its physical distance to voices A and B was comparable to the distances between voices A and B and the anti-voice (Euclidian distance in log*F*0--log*F*1 space; A-anti-A: 0.087; B-anti-B: 0.084; A--D: 0.100, B--D: 0.085). We then confirmed that perceptual distances were also similar by asking a group of 10 listeners (four males, mean age 29 ± 5 years) to rate perceived dissimilarity between pairs of voices on a visual analog scale ranging from 0 (very similar) to 1 (very dissimilar). Mean dissimilarity judgments were: A-anti-A = 0.72 ± 0.16; A--D = 0.71 ± 0.13; B-anti-B = 0.63 ± 0.16; B--D = 0.70 ± 0.13. There was no effect of identity, trajectory or interaction on the perceptual dissimilarity between the pairs \[Identity: *F*(9,1) = 2.02; Trajectory: *F*(9,1) = 0.587; Interaction: *F*(9,1) = 1.11, all *p* \> 0.1\].

We then generated probe stimuli along the four continua: A-anti-A, A--D, B-anti-B, B--D (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A; only continua starting with A are shown for clarity). Those were generated by morphing each adaptor with their matching individual voice in 17 morph steps (5% steps up to 50%, then 10% steps). Acoustical analyses are presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

**Acoustic parameters of the stimuli used in Experiment 2**.

                                        Percentage of original voice   *F*0 (Hz)   *F*1 (Hz)   *F*2 (Hz)   *F*3 (Hz)   *F*4 (Hz)   HNR (dB)   Jitter (μs)   Shimmer (dB)
  ------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ------------- --------------
  **VOICE A: OPPOSITE CONTINUUM**                                                                                                                           
  Anti-voice A                          0                              128         534         1860        2621        3755        18         51            0.35
  Morph 5                               5                              127         529         1853        2615        3706        18         43            0.45
  Morph 10                              10                             127         529         1865        2613        3660        19         38            0.37
  Morph 15                              15                             127         525         1860        2609        3620        19         42            0.34
  Morph 20                              20                             126         524         1863        2598        3594        19         48            0.38
  Morph 25                              25                             126         521         1864        2592        3561        19         46            0.41
  Morph 30                              30                             125         520         1872        2597        3549        19         41            0.33
  Morph 35                              35                             125         518         1876        2585        3551        19         43            0.34
  Morph 40                              40                             124         516         1876        2589        3535        19         45            0.42
  Morph 45                              45                             124         514         1882        2596        3538        19         44            0.36
  Morph 50                              50                             124         511         1882        2581        3531        19         43            0.41
  Morph 55                              55                             123         510         1884        2573        3517        19         47            0.42
  Morph 60                              60                             123         507         1891        2581        3517        18         49            0.54
  Morph 70                              70                             122         500         1889        2562        3514        18         49            0.48
  Morph 80                              80                             121         497         1897        2558        3487        17         54            0.62
  Morph 90                              90                             121         492         1889        2539        3458        17         58            0.55
  Voice A                               100                            120         489         1898        2527        3434        16         63            0.61
  **VOICE A: NON-OPPOSITE CONTINUUM**                                                                                                                       
  Voice D                               0                              110         526         1720        2598        3071        19         50            0.47
  Morph 5                               5                              110         526         1743        2604        3100        19         36            0.44
  Morph 10                              10                             111         527         1746        2612        3110        19         36            0.41
  Morph 15                              15                             111         525         1761        2603        3113        19         36            0.49
  Morph 20                              20                             112         524         1770        2619        3131        19         37            0.48
  Morph 25                              25                             112         520         1766        2603        3138        18         38            0.45
  Morph 30                              30                             112         517         1777        2600        3173        18         39            0.45
  Morph 35                              35                             113         515         1785        2598        3187        18         36            0.45
  Morph 40                              40                             113         514         1787        2580        3219        18         39            0.49
  Morph 45                              45                             114         511         1792        2571        3221        18         41            0.55
  Morph 50                              50                             114         509         1804        2569        3249        18         41            0.51
  Morph 55                              55                             115         508         1813        2575        3264        18         43            0.49
  Morph 60                              60                             115         506         1821        2558        3321        18         44            0.42
  Morph 70                              70                             116         499         1837        2535        3369        18         48            0.61
  Morph 80                              80                             118         492         1855        2527        3420        17         56            0.67
  Morph 90                              90                             119         490         1873        2542        3434        17         58            0.58
  Voice A                               100                            120         489         1894        2544        3453        16         67            0.63
  **VOICE B: OPPOSITE CONTINUUM**                                                                                                                           
  Anti-voice B                          0                              128         534         1813        2666        3495        20         46            0.42
  Morph 5                               5                              127         531         1819        2636        3503        20         44            0.31
  Morph 10                              10                             127         530         1824        2641        3536        20         38            0.37
  Morph 15                              15                             126         530         1833        2629        3540        20         42            0.38
  Morph 20                              20                             125         527         1838        2607        3510        20         36            0.36
  Morph 25                              25                             125         529         1853        2599        3506        20         39            0.41
  Morph 30                              30                             124         528         1862        2593        3504        19         41            0.42
  Morph 35                              35                             124         531         1872        2598        3507        19         37            0.37
  Morph 40                              40                             123         531         1875        2597        3503        19         35            0.36
  Morph 45                              45                             123         532         1885        2595        3493        19         38            0.40
  Morph 50                              50                             122         535         1897        2588        3491        20         34            0.36
  Morph 55                              55                             122         536         1910        2580        3486        19         33            0.38
  Morph 60                              60                             121         539         1919        2585        3482        19         38            0.37
  Morph 70                              70                             120         545         1935        2580        3475        18         34            0.48
  Morph 80                              80                             119         550         1951        2583        3470        17         39            0.37
  Morph 90                              90                             118         555         1976        2581        3477        16         53            0.30
  Voice B                               100                            117         560         1990        2576        3470        15         42            0.46
  **VOICE B: NON-OPPOSITE CONTINUUM**                                                                                                                       
  Voice D                               0                              110         526         1727        2596        3117        19         47            0.4
  Morph 5                               5                              110         527         1739        2600        3156        19         34            0.44
  Morph 10                              10                             111         529         1756        2621        3173        19         34            0.40
  Morph 15                              15                             111         530         1768        2622        3272        19         35            0.43
  Morph 20                              20                             111         533         1784        2614        3372        19         34            0.41
  Morph 25                              25                             112         535         1800        2597        3435        19         31            0.40
  Morph 30                              30                             112         536         1812        2602        3479        18         31            0.35
  Morph 35                              35                             112         537         1823        2600        3476        19         31            0.35
  Morph 40                              40                             113         538         1838        2591        3463        19         32            0.39
  Morph 45                              45                             113         541         1848        2589        3461        18         34            0.38
  Morph 50                              50                             114         542         1860        2583        3446        18         35            0.37
  Morph 55                              55                             114         543         1870        2582        3452        18         36            0.34
  Morph 60                              60                             114         546         1886        2580        3453        18         36            0.27
  Morph 70                              70                             115         550         1913        2580        3456        18         39            0.40
  Morph 80                              80                             116         552         1937        2574        3452        17         48            0.38
  Morph 90                              90                             116         556         1960        2574        3457        16         48            0.40
  Voice B                               100                            117         559         1983        2583        3470        15         41            0.33

*Labels as in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}*.

### Voice learning

Participants were familiarized with the three voices (A, B, and C) with a procedure similar to that of Experiment 1 with the important difference that they were familiarized only with the vowel stimulus to be used in the experiment. This resulted in much shorter learning durations (approximately 10 min). Participants first heard the vowel stimulus 10 times and learned to associate it with the name displayed on the screen. Then, they performed a 3AFC identification task on these three stimuli; feedback was provided on their answers. Finally they were tested in the absence of feedback in the same 3AFC identification task. After a single session, all participants performed above 88% correct.

### Procedures

Anti-voice and non-anti-voice adaptation conditions were ran in two different sessions. Each run was organized as follows: a baseline condition, the adaptation blocks (one per identity, repeated twice, i.e., four blocks -- 78 trials per block), and a second baseline. The second baseline was acquired after the adaptation blocks in line with Rhodes and Jeffery ([@B29]). During the pre- and post-adaptation baseline, participants performed a 3AFC identification task on the probe stimuli in absence of any adaptation (156 trials). Adaptation was induced by five repetitions of the adaptor; probe stimuli were presented after a silent gap of 1 s. Participants performed a 3AFC identification task on the probe stimuli drawn from the opposite or non-opposite continua depending on the adaptation condition. In the anti-voice adaptation condition, for any given probe, the adaptor could be a matched adaptor (i.e., anti-voice A/voice A -- half of the trials), or a non-matched adaptor (i.e., anti-voice B/voice A). In the non-anti-voice adaptation condition, the adaptor (voice D) belongs to both trajectories (A--D and B--D), thus there were only matched trials, i.e., all trials were included in the analysis. The order of the adaptation conditions (anti-voice/non-anti-voice) was counterbalanced across participants. Six participants were removed from the statistical analysis because the logistic function improperly fitted the data in at least one of the seven conditions (*R*^2^ \< 0.4). Adaptation strength was measured compared to both baselines.

Results and discussion
----------------------

In Experiment 2 we compared aftereffects induced by anti-voice adaptors to those induced by a non-anti-voice adaptor, the perceptual distances, and alignment with probe stimuli being comparable across the two conditions (blue vs. red lines of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Whereas identification accuracy for the anti-voice stimuli was close to chance level (33%) as expected, that for probe stimuli close to voice D (percent identity 0--20 in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) was closer to 50%, probably owing to the fact that voice D is very distant from learned identity C, thus inducing subjects to select either voices A or B.

Anti-voice adaptors were found to induce a marked perceptual shift (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) compared to both the pre- and the post-adaptation baseline \[mean PSE abscissa ± SEM (%): matched trials: *x* = 36.4 ± 2.6; first baseline: *x* = 51.8 ± 4.9; second baseline: *x* = 40.4 ± 3.5\], replicating the findings of Experiment 1. The adaptor which was not an anti-voice (voice D) induced smaller aftereffects (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C; matched trials: *x* = 24.5 ± 4.8; first baseline: *x* = 33.3 ± 7.6; second baseline: *x* = 22.9 ± 3.7). Bootstrapping analyses indicates that adaptation strength (measured as the difference between performance in the adaptation conditions and in the baseline) was significantly stronger (*p* \< 0.05) in the anti-voice condition, compared to either baseline in the identity-ambiguous portion of the continua (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the anti-voice adaptation conditions, aftereffects in the non-matched trials yielded similar results than in Experiment 1: they were smaller than that of matched trials, induced a slight perceptual shift compared to the first baseline, but not compared to the second baseline. Analysis of non-matched trials in Experiment 2 thus showed the robustness of our results, i.e., reproducible with a smaller and different subject group and different stimuli, but also confirmed that the slight aftereffects observed were due to general adaptation effects.

![**Experiment 2 -- Statistical analysis**. Adaptation strength relative to the first baseline **(A)** and the second baseline **(B)** in the anti-voice (red) and non-anti-voice (blue) conditions, difference between anti-voice and non-anti-voice adaptation (brown, ± 95% CI shaded area). Adaptation strength is computed by calculating the difference between the adaptation condition and each baseline.](fpsyg-02-00175-g005){#F5}

In the second experiment, we found stronger perceptual aftereffects for anti-voice stimuli compared to non-anti-voice adaptors, while perceptual distances between each original voice and each adaptor were similar. Thus, our pattern of results is similar to the results of Rhodes and Jeffery ([@B29]) for faces, ruling out a simple explanation of the results of Experiment 1 in terms of repulsion away from any adaptor. Moreover, unlike in the face study, this pattern held even when adaptation was compared to the first baseline.

General Discussion
==================

We used perceptual aftereffects to explore the representations of voice identity. We found across two experiments that for a given voice identity, a voice stimulus lying opposite to this voice relative to the average voice -- i.e., its matched anti-voice -- in a perceptual voice space yields aftereffects stronger than other adaptors, even though this anti-voice is perceived as an unrelated identity. Our results cannot simply be explained in terms of adaptation to low-level auditory representations: adaptation to low-level acoustical features would be expected to affect similarly the different adaptation conditions, particularly in Experiment 2 where the physical and perceptual differences between stimuli were equalized across the conditions of interest. Yet, aftereffects were stronger for morph trajectories that pass through the average voice thus ruling out any explanation in terms of adaptation to low-level acoustic representations. Similarly, an explanation of this result in terms of perceptual distance or alignment with probe stimuli (Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]) is not sufficient (Experiment 2). Note that alternative interpretations of our findings could still be proposed. For example, an account which would simply assume that the acoustic/perceptual space that voice identities inhabit is non-uniform might also explain the results (see, e.g., Guenther and Gjaja, [@B13] for a discussion of how prototype-like behavior might emerge from the distribution of phonetic tokens in acoustic space). However, in line with the generally agreed interpretation of similar aftereffects in face perception studies, the most parsimonious interpretation of our findings is in terms of prototype-based coding of voices. We now discuss the implications of these results for the coding of voice identity.

Prototype-based coding of voice identity
----------------------------------------

Two models are commonly used to describe face identity representations: the prototype-based model or axis model (Tsao and Freiwald, [@B32]) and the exemplar-based model (Valentine, [@B33]). In the prototype-based model, individual faces are encoded in terms of their position relative to a face prototype. On the contrary, the exemplar-based model does not stipulate the existence of a stored prototype. Converging evidence suggests that the prototype-based model more adequately represents the way individual face identities are represented by the brain. Aftereffects induced by anti-face stimuli notably indicate a special role of the prototypical, average face in face representations by inducing larger perceptual shifts than otherwise comparable adaptors that do not have this anti-face status (Leopold et al., [@B23]; Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]; Tsao and Freiwald, [@B32]).

We show that a transposition of this experimental approach from static faces to static voices (vowels) yields highly similar results. As for faces, we find in two experiments that anti-voice stimuli induce stronger aftereffects than other, non-anti-voice adaptors. This finding holds even when perceptual distance and alignment with probe stimuli is controlled (Experiment 2). This finding indicates the adaptation was specific to morph trajectories that pass through the average voice, revealing a special role of the average voice in representing voice identity and constitutes evidence of prototype-based coding of voice identity. The notion of prototype-based coding of voice identity is not novel. Papcun et al. ([@B26]) already proposed a "prototype" model of voice identity to explain the observation that certain voices are easier to remember than others -- presumably because they are more distant from the prototype, i.e., more distinctive (Papcun et al., [@B26]). Recently, indirect evidence for prototype-based coding of voice identity was obtained by Bruckert et al. ([@B8]) who showed that the perceived attractiveness of brief voice samples is a function of their acoustical distance to the average voice \[in a log*F*0--log*F*1 space adequately summarizing the perceptual space (Baumann and Belin, [@B4])\]. More relevant to the coding of voice identity, Andics et al. ([@B2]) observed effects of short-term adaptation in the cerebral response to voices which they interpreted as consistent with a prototype-based model of voice identity, although this was not explicitly tested (Andics et al., [@B2]).

A perceptual voice space
------------------------

The present study provides empirical evidence supporting prototype-based coding of voice identity. Together with previous studies, these results suggest a model of voice identity representation in which individual voices could be encoded in a multidimensional perceptual voice space. The two dimensions of this perceptual space explaining most of the variance in dissimilarity judgments are well approximated by measures of the fundamental frequency of phonation (*F*0) and of formant frequencies (Baumann and Belin, [@B4]), representing contributions of the source and filter aspects of phonation respectively (Ghazanfar and Rendall, [@B12]; Latinus and Belin, [@B20]). Evidence from the present study suggests that this perceptual space is centered on the average voice that may act as a reference for encoding different voice identities. The prototype is defined as the voice relative to which all others are encoded; it is thought to be the center of mass of the multidimensional voice space, and was approximated in the present study as a morphing-generated average of 16 voices. Note that our two experiments were not designed to investigate the exact nature of the prototype, an important issue that requires further investigations. For instance, we chose to test a representation of the voices relative to a gender-specific average voice, but future research should test whether an androgynous average voice would lead to even stronger adaptation. Investigating the nature of the prototype, i.e., what information is stored in it, its flexibility, how many voices are required in an average voice so that it acts as a "prototype," are all important questions for future research.

It is important to note that these results were obtained in the simplified context of voice identity perception from brief vowels. Although this simplified context is analogous to the simplified context of face perception from static pictures of faces and yields comparable results, these results may not generalize to more complex, naturalistic situations. Typically, many other cues unfolding over longer durations contribute to speaker recognition, such as specific phonetic patterns, dialect, intonation, speaking rate, idiosyncratic expressions, etc. Moreover, the number of possible identities in realistic settings is larger than three. These limitations, however, equally apply to results from most face perception studies obtained with static faces, and as for those studies, our results provide important insights into some of the perceptual mechanisms involved in voice recognition.

Conclusion
==========

Similar processing for faces and voices has been proposed due to their co-occurrence in everyday life and because they carry the same types of information: speech, identity, affect (Belin et al., [@B6]). Yet, these results are the first to provide evidence suggesting similar perceptual encoding strategies for face and voice identity. They suggest that the coding of stimulus identity using contrastive mechanisms relative to a prototype is not a unique feature of visual perception (Leopold et al., [@B23]; Rhodes and Jeffery, [@B29]), but may extend to other sensory modalities.
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